Application of digital human modeling and simulation for vision analysis of pilots in a jet aircraft: a case study
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Abstract. Ergonomic evaluation of visual demands becomes crucial for the operators/users when rapid decision making is needed under extreme time constraint like navigation task of jet aircraft. Research reported here comprises ergonomic evaluation of pilot’s vision in a jet aircraft in virtual environment to demonstrate how vision analysis tools of digital human modeling software can be used effectively for such study. Three (03) dynamic digital pilot models, representative of smallest, average and largest Indian pilot population were generated from anthropometric database and interfaced with digital prototype of the cockpit in Jack software for analysis of vision within and outside the cockpit. Vision analysis tools like view cones, eye view windows, blind spot area, obscuration zone, reflection zone etc. were employed during evaluation of visual fields. Vision analysis tool was also used for studying kinematic changes of pilot’s body joints during simulated gazing activity. From present study, it can be concluded that vision analysis tool of digital human modeling software was found very effective in evaluation of position and alignment of different displays and controls in the workstation based upon their priorities within the visual fields and anthropometry of the targeted users, long before the development of its physical prototype.
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1. Introduction

The current state-of-art in the human centric design evaluation is the application of digital modeling and simulation. With this advanced technology, human factors issues are assessed in virtual digital prototype of workstation with digital human model. Human modeling programs use computer aided design (CAD) technology to create and manipulate a 3D human model in virtual environment of computer graphics on the computer screen [9,22]. The implementation of digital human model reduces and sometimes eliminates the requirement of dummy model, card board manikin, 2D drawings and even real human trial in expensive physical mock-ups [21,37,41]. This technology is now being used to facilitate shorter design time, lower development cost, improved quality, increased productivity, enhanced safety and optimal man-machine interface [4,5]. It is being used extensively in various technology application fields including aviation industries [36, 19,15, 24].

Digital human modeling softwares, typically consider spatial accommodation, posture, reachabilities, clearance/interference of body segments, field of vision, biomechanical stresses of the operators and other standard ergonomic practices for the ergonomic evaluation of any workstation [5,36]. Among these various functionalities of digital human modeling softwares, one important feature is vision analysis.

Ergonomic evaluation of visual demands is a prerequisite for any workstation design. Visual field can be defined as “the part of one’s surrounding that is taken in by the eyes when both eyes and head are held still” [14]. Human visual field can be divided into three areas : (i) distinct vision - viewing angle 1° foveal area, (ii) middle field - viewing angle from 2° to 40° and (iii) outer field – viewing angle > 40° to 70°. The foveal area is characterized by sharp vision and covers the angle of 1° to 2° around the central point. Acuity (i.e., sharpness) and colour perception are also best in the foveal area. When fixating an object, the eye moves until the image falls into this area of the retina. For reading a text, image of the text must fall on the fovea area. Peripheral vision (viewing angle > 2°) provides lower acuity and colour perception but is better at detecting movement or objects in motion.

A specific guide to the extent of the human field of view (SAE J985) is available from the Society of Automotive Engineers’ Information Report (1995) [29]. The extent of the horizontal plane of the human vision is 150° for each eye (90° outside 60° inside the normal line of sight), with 120° of overlap defining the binocular view. Hence, the total horizontal field of view of human being is about 180°. The extent of the vertical plane of human vision is 110°, 50° in the upper part of the visual field and 60° in the lower field of view. Although the visual field covers 180° horizontally and 110° vertically (with eye movement, but stationary head), attention cannot be equally allocated over the entire visual field. Designers must therefore determine which areas are the most important for providing visual information.

The location and arrangement of displays should be decided according to the operator’s “normal” viewing angle, the field of view and the characteristic of eye and neck movement. To assign priorities to locations in the visual field, normal viewing angle and viewing distance need to be established first. The central visual field should be reserved for the most important displays while less important displays can be positioned peripherally. Normal viewing angle for a seated operator is about 15° below the horizontal [20]. For some tasks, less variability of viewing angles of the operators is involved as in case of pilots of the aircraft due to their fixed visual field with reference to fixed seat with restraint system. On the contrary, viewing angle often changes for a VDT operator, as the operator is free to change his/her posture.

Vision analysis tool of digital human modeling and simulation softwares are now being used by ergonomists and design engineers for analysis of vision of the operators/users in virtual workstation environment [36,42] to identify the position of the displays and controls and/or to evaluate their location as per one’s visual field according to priority of task.

High density workstation like cockpit of jet aircraft where pilots need to scan all the information coming through various displays under extreme time pressure for efficient navigation, was chosen for vision evaluation of pilot in the present paper. This rapid information processing would be possible, only when there is least demand of physical workload to see the displays. To minimize physical workload, all the important displays should be placed within the primary view field of the pilot.

The research reported here comprises ergonomic evaluation of 15°, 30° and 45° visual fields of the pilots and the placement of displays in a jet aircraft cockpit. This study demonstrates the applicability and effectiveness of vision analysis tool of digital human modeling software for these purposes.

2. Methodology

2.1 Generation of digital pilot models

Three dynamic digital pilot models: 2.5th p, 50th p and 97.5th p which were considered as the representative of smallest, average and largest Indian pilots were generated from anthropometric
data [26] with the help of digital human modeling software- Jack [18]. In this software inputs for dimensions of different body segments were given through a spreadsheet type interface. With the ‘advanced scaling’ and ‘body parts scaling’ options of the ‘Build Human’ tool of Jack software, further adjustment were performed to achieve anthropometrically accurate pilot models.

2.2 Generation of digital prototype of the cockpit

CAD files supplied by the developers of the jet aircraft were translated in Jack software to generate the digital prototype of the cockpit in the 3D virtual environment.

The display panel of the cockpit consisted of Head Up Display (HUD), Up Front Display (UPD), right, left and lower Multifunctional Displays (MFDs) and Function Selector Panels (FSPs).

2.3 Selection of reference point

Proper positioning with appropriate posture is a very difficult task in positioning pilot model on ejection seat and it is the main source of error in evaluation with digital human model [24]. Hence in present simulation, Design Eye Point (DEP) approach [11,28] was followed to position all sized pilot models on ejection seat of the cockpit model. Matching DEP coordinate, proper adjustment of the ejection seat as per the anthropometry of 3 representative pilot models was performed based upon location of Neutral Seat Reference Point (NSRP) [8,40,25].

2.4 Interfacing cockpit model with pilot models

Three pilot models: 2.5th p, 50th p and 97.5th p were brought to the same environment of the cockpit in Jack graphics window for positioning them on the ejection seat sequentially during the analysis. For each of the pilot model, appropriate navigating posture was given first and positioned on the ejection seat with the help of two reference point (DEP and NSRP) as mentioned earlier. Ejection seat model was adjusted upward/downward from its NSRP position along the ejection rail for bringing the eyes of the pilot at the level of DEP. Positioning of the pilot was considered appropriate while the ‘bottom head sight’ (Jack software defined ‘site’ between two eyes) of the pilot was aligned with DEP keeping neck at 15° angle.

3. Ergonomic evaluation of vision

During a target detection task, Sanders (1970) distinguished three attentional areas in the view field: the stationary field, where peripheral viewing is sufficient; the eye field where supplementary use of eye movements is required; and the head field where head movements are also necessary. He noted that there were rarely eye movements for visual targets within a visual angle of < 30°. According to him, targets presented between 30° and 80° of the viewing angle, there were eye movements; and for targets beyond 80° there were complementary head movements [30].

Vancott and Kinkade (1972) stated that 15° angle between line of sight and horizontal can be considered as normal viewing area for placing the most important displays [35]. However, 30° viewing angle (visual field cone around the line of sight or below horizontal line) is frequently used for comfortable viewing where frequent changes of gaze between two equally important visual targets are equally critical. They suggested that 60° visual angle, 25° up and 35° down is the maximum eye rotation area for positioning the displays with minimal head movement.

Head and neck are not naturally held upright and level with horizontal but are at 10°-13° forward tilt angles from an erect vertical upright head position during seated posture [16,39]. During vision analysis of the pilots in virtual simulation, initial neck flexion of the pilot models seated on the ejection seat were kept at 15° which is considered as most comfortable neck angle for sitting operation [3,31].

The vision analysis in the cockpit was carried out in following conditions:
1. Analysis with 15° ‘view cone’
2. Analysis with 30° ‘view cone’
3. Analysis with 45° ‘view cone’
4. Analysis for blind spot
5. Analysis for ‘eye view window’
6. Analysis for obscuration zone

In this analysis sitting eye height of the representative pilot models (97.5th p, 50th p and 2.5th p pilots) differed from one another, but no significant variation in their vision (visual field/visual obstruction) was observed as their eyes were positioned at the level of DEP of the cockpit. Hence, vision analysis of only 97.5th p pilot model has been presented in the current text to show the capability of vision analysis tools of digital human modeling software.

3.1 Analysis with 15° ‘view cone’

HUD is the most important display for a jet aircraft because crucial information is displayed on it and it allows external vision through it. Therefore, its position should be such that pilot can see this display with comfortable neck movement and with minimum eye strain. In the present jet aircraft under study, 97.5th p pilot model was
positioned at DEP of the cockpit and his horizontal line of sight was found to be matched with the upper edge of the HUD. Previous studies indicated that viewing angle of 15° below horizontal has been found to be a good compromise solution between visual and musculoskeletal loads [2,31,38]. Hence, a ‘view cone’ of 15° below the horizontal line was created from both eyes of the pilot model to examine the position of the HUD. Study showed that HUD was appropriately placed within the 15° ‘view cone’ (fig. 1).

3.2 Analysis with 30° ‘view cone’

It is known that without any neck movement, eyes can comfortably deviate 15° right and left and up or down to direct the fovea to visual targets, providing a 30° visual cone around the line of sight [30,35]. If frequent changes in gaze occur between two equally important and critical visual targets, they should be located within this 30° cone [7].

The location of different displays and controls viewed by 97.5th % pilot with a ‘view cone’ of 30° below the horizontal eye level was assessed (fig. 2). It was observed that the pilot could see the HUD, UFD and part of the right and left MFDs when his eyes were fixed forward and there was no neck movement (fig. 2). The neck of the pilot model was then moved to study how much neck movement may be required to see the MFDs. It was observed that to view either the left or right side MFDs completely, pilot would need to rotate and flex his neck about 7.2° and 11.7° respectively.

View of left and right side control panels with a 30° ‘view cone’ are presented in fig. 3. In both cases it is evident that they could see only a part of the control panels at a time within 30° ‘view cone’ with adequate neck and torso flexion and rotation.

3.3 Analysis with 45° ‘view cone’

It is well known that visual objects within a ‘view cone’ of 30°-80° are easily visible with eye movement [30]. Hence, for the analysis of the visual field in the cockpit, a ‘view cone’ of 45° was created to study the area of the front displays visible normally within this view cone. Interestingly, all the front displays (HUD, UFD, MFDs and FSPs) and buttons/switches around them were found to be covered within this view cone (fig. 4).

A comparative analysis of the cockpit front displays seen by both the eyes with 15°, 30° and 45° visual angle while pilot looking straight ahead,
is presented in fig. 5. Coverage area increases with the increase of visual cone.

Fig. 5. Comparison of visible area on the front displays with 15° (a), 30° (b) and 45° (c) ‘view cones’ while pilot is looking straight forward.

3.4 Analysis for blind spot

Blind spot is an area on the retina where no image is formed. During designing a very complex workstation with high visual demand, care is always taken for placing important displays beyond this area. In the present cockpit none of the display items was found to be subtended on the blind spot when pilots fixed their eyes on the HUD (fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Region of blind spot while pilot looking straight ahead on HUD.

3.5 Analysis with ‘eye view window’

The ‘eye view window’ tool allows the user to see through the eyes of human model and give direct impressions of which objects in the visual field are seen and which are obscured. What a pilot could be able to see when his eyes are at the DEP level and fixed on the HUD was studied by creating ‘Eye view window’. This study revealed that with the existing cockpit design, pilot would be able to see clearly the HUD, one of the rear viewing mirror and part of the external view field (fig. 7 with ‘eye view window’ (inset)).

Fig. 7. Eye view window (shown inset) of 97.5th pilot for both eyes together.

3.6 Analysis for obscuration zone

Obscuration zones are the area in the visual field which is obscured by any object within the view field. The object in question can be a component of the workstation or the segments of the operator’s own body. Any obstruction in the visual field can be studied by creating ‘obscuration zone’ with the help of vision module of digital human modeling software. This tool was applied to study the obscured areas in the view field of the pilots in the cockpit as well as out side. Figure 8 describes the area on the lower MFD obscured by joystick within a 30° ‘view cone’ while pilot fixes his eyes on it.

Fig. 8. Area of lower MFD obscured by forward joystick movement.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Analysis of visual field and visual obstruction is a key requirement for ergonomic workstation design. It is of prime importance for those workstations where operators perform by continuously receiving various information through different visual displays. It becomes crucial for the users/operators when rapid decision making is needed under extreme time constraint situation like navigating task of the pilots of jet aircraft or in any
other information processing task of high-density workstations.

Present paper has demonstrated how vision analysis tools of digital human modeling software can be used to study the position of various displays and objects in the view field of the pilots by creating ‘view cone’ of varying angles. The case study reported here showed that HUD was appropriately positioned within 15° ‘view cone’ below horizontal eye level of the pilots while their eyes were at DEP. It was also observed that position of other displays and objects were also justified as those were within 30° and at the most 45° ‘view cone’. Study of ‘obscuration zone’ revealed the areas in the visual field which has been obstructed by the cockpit components. The ‘eye view window’ analysis showed that pilot could see out side the cockpit through the HUD and also through canopy above and below the canopy bow. Vision analysis tool also revealed that none of the displays was placed within the blind spot region of pilot’s visual field. Hence, it is expected that cockpit was designed properly regarding visual requirements of the pilots and existing design would fulfill visual need of the pilots in the real physical prototype. From such virtual analysis of vision, one can easily identify any disposition or misalignment of the displays in the visual field of the operators and rectify accordingly. In other words, it is possible to determine the position and alignment of different control and displays based upon their priorities in the view field with the vision analysis tools of digital human modeling softwares.

View field of the users vary from each other due to the anthropometric variation of sitting eye height. In the present study, the effect of sitting eye height of different sized pilots was eliminated by positioning their eyes at the same DEP level.

After development of any workstation, there remains very little or no chance of making any changes in the existing design as the post-design modification incurs loss of money and wastage of time. In this regard, vision analysis in virtual environment with digital human modeling software has been proved to be very effective for positioning different displays in the workstation according to the operational requirements and anthropometry of the targeted users, long before the development of its physical prototype.

Visual fields of the DHMs are represented differently in different digital human modeling softwares. The opening angles and the level of acuity of central, middle and outer areas of visual field differ from software to software [32]. There are some limitations of the vision analysis tools of the digital human modeling softwares. Difference between visual acuity at foveal area and blurred vision in peripheral area of retina is not clearly represented by the vision analysis module of digital human modeling softwares. Moreover, neither the age of the subjects nor the mental workload are taken into account in the generation of field of view.

Advanced digital human modeling softwares have the capability to display the field of view dynamically so that the field of view changes with the movement of neck and eye balls or the position of the human model [10]. Various researchers carried out their experiments to verify whether visibility conditions inside and outside the workstations are both feasible and in accordance with all requirements of the users. Sundin et al. (2000) [33] applied vision analysis tools in industrial workplace design, Che Doi and Haselgrave (2003) [6] for sewing machine operation whereas Goutal (2000) [13] and Nelson (2001) [23] used these tools in aerospace industries for analysis of vision in virtual environment. Digital human modeling softwares including its vision module were also widely explored in automotive industries [1,12,17,27].

During describing their design and implementation of ergonomic evaluation system for 3D aircraft cockpit, Zhang et al. (2007) gave a vivid demonstration of using that system for analysis of interior and exterior visual field as well as vision evaluation according to the military standards [42]. Sun et al. (2011) studied position and arrangement of display monitor and controls in the viewing field of digital models of pilot during their evaluation of a multi-crew cockpit design of an aircraft [34]. Present research is the continuation of the previous research works with detailed information on effectiveness and applicability of individual tool of vision module of digital human modeling software.

From the present study it can be concluded that digital human modeling software is very effective for proactive analysis of the visual field/visual obstruction of the user population and for determining the optimal position of various components (particularly displays) in the aircraft cockpit as well as in any other workstations.
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